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EVENT TITLE: No MFA? No Problem!

Event Description: MFA programs are not the only way to improve writing skills
and craft a robust literary life: independent creative writing organizations can be
more inclusive alternatives that can allow a wider range of aspiring writers to build
community and careers. Join Redbud Writing Project co-founders and three
successful authors who have learned from, taught at, or been inspired by various
non-MFA institutions, such as Clarion and Grubstreet. Learn how you can grow,
publish, and thrive without an MFA.

EVENT CATEGORY: Artistic & Professional Development

Event Organizer & Moderator
Arshia Simkin
Arshia Simkin is the cofounder of the Redbud Writing Project, a creative writing
institution in Raleigh, NC. A former lawyer, she was one of three winners of the
2020 CRAFT Flash Fiction contest; her work has appeared in Crazyhorse and
received honorable mention in the James Hurst Prize for fiction.

Event Organizer & Moderator
Emily Cataneo
Emily Cataneo is the cofounder of the Redbud Writing Project, a creative writing
institution in Raleigh, NC. She is also a writer of fiction and nonfiction whose
work has appeared in Indiana Review, Smokelong Quarterly, cream city review,
The New York Times, The Guardian, Slate, NPR, the Baffler, and many more.

Event Participant
Jaymee Goh
Jaymee Goh writes, reviews, and edits speculative fiction whose work has been
published in Science Fiction Studies, The Los Angeles Review of Books, and Best
American Science Fiction & Fantasy. She is a graduate from the Clarion Workshop
and works for Tachyon Publications.



Event Participant
Jae Steinbacher
Jae Steinbacher is a speculative fiction writer and the Residential Workshop
Coordinator for the Clarion West Writers Workshop. They received an MFA from
North Carolina State University and were a 2017-18 NC Arts Council fellow in
literature. They attended Clarion West in 2014.

Opening Remarks
Welcome to our panel, “No MFA, No Problem!” Today, we’re going to be
discussing alternatives to traditional MFA programs. We’ll be talking about the
benefits of community-based creative writing organizations, such as GrubStreet,
Clarion, Odyssey, Hugo House, and others and our panelist will be discussing how
these organizations have been a part of their writing journeys. We will also discuss
how online communities and resources—often available through community
programs—can provide alternative methods of access. We’ll conclude with a ten to
fifteen minute audience Q&A, so keep your questions in mind!

Arshia Initial Remarks
We’re big proponents of community based creative writing programs partly
because Emily and I are co-founders of such an organization. We founded the
Redbud Writing Project in May 2019, after graduation from an MFA program at
NC State. While we both greatly valued our experience in our MFA program, we
also saw the need to bring that level of rigor, instructor, and care to the public at
large. Also—the fun of engaging deeply with creative writing! Our classes are six
weeks long, two hours at a time and all include a workshop component. The goal is
for all members of the community—whether beginners or more experienced
writers—to find inspiration, accountability, motivation, and connection in our
classes.

Emily Initial Remarks
Emily will discuss her experiences at Odyssey and Clarion and how they helped
her to grow as a writer and also helped her to get into an MFA program. She will
also discuss the community need that was the impetus to start Redbud.



Next, we’ll discuss some benefits of community based programs:
1) They require less time and, often, less money than MFA programs. If you’re

not lucky enough to get into a fully funded program, MFA programs can
often involve debt and shaky job prospects at the end. Programs like
Redbud, however, are open to those who can’t afford to, or don’t want to,
leave their jobs to explore creative writing. It also makes them more
accessible to people with children; during the pandemic, to people who were
immunocompromised via Zoom options; and for those who are interested in
writing, but for personal, life reasons may not be able to devote themselves
to a full time program (say due to caring for a relative; due to illness; or
other accessibility issues.)

1) You can sample a diversity of courses. This kind of range is nearly
impossible at MFA programs because of their adherence to the academic,
semester-based schedule. At Redbud, we’re able to offer extremely niche
courses with hyper-specific focuses:

a) “The Sci Novel”
b) “Fairytale in Fiction”
c) “Sex in Fiction.”
d) A course centered on flash fiction
e) Slipstream
f) Spooky and Weird Fiction
g) Freelancing: A Deep Dive
h) Creating Other Worlds
i) Autobiographical Fiction
j) A poetry course called “Writing with Strangeness”
k) Interrogating the Unlikeable Narrator
l) Polish and Publish for Sci Fi and Fantasy Writers

2) In addition to a variety of courses, we can offer a variety of formats:
a) One day events including agents, publishing professional, and

published authors
i) An Introduction to Literary Agents: When, Why, and How to

Query
ii) Editing and submitting your work

iii) Screenwriting: Starting Well, Ending Well
iv) Jumpstart Your Novel Draft in 15 Minutes a Day



3) We can offer scholarships without the need to jump through as many hoops
as traditional programs (no FAFSA or letters of recommendation, which can
present unnecessary hurdles, especially for already marginalized persons).
We are deeply committed to increasing diversity and access to creative
writing. As such, we offer partial and full tuition scholarships to writers
hailing from marginalized or underrepresented communities.

4) Community based programs are not as insular as many MFA programs can
be: by definition, they are open to the public and situated in the community.

a) For example, Redbud classes take place not only at a central
headquarters, but at cities all around the Triangle, at different indie
bookstores, churches, and event spaces. Participants also get to meet
local teachers who are also freelancers, college instructors, and other
independent workers.

5) Participants have the opportunity to meet people from different backgrounds
and who are at different experience levels.

6) Without a focus on grades, participants can focus more completely on the
creative work.

7) Without a teaching load, participants can focus more completely on the
creative work.

8) Community based programs provide employment opportunities for writers
to teach for us.

Beyond just a one on one comparison to MFA programs, community based
organizations offer a variety of intrinsic benefits:

1) They encourage and embrace creativity.
2) Participants have the opportunity to meet fellow like minded people who

also love literature and books; our participants often go on to form their own
writing groups and clubs.

3) Participants have the opportunity to attend unique events such as celebratory
class readings, literary themed trivia nights, and events at local bars and
shops that feature introductions to writing. There is a real focus on accessing
the joy in creative writing.

4) The classic workshop structure can be amended and tailored for participants.



Jaymee Goh Initial remarks

Jaymee will discuss her experiences with Clarion and how this program has
benefited her writing life.

Jae Steinbacher Initial Remarks

Jae will discuss their experiences at Clarion and how this experience has benefited
their writing life. They will also discuss their perspective as a Residential
Workshop Coordinator for Clarion and what benefits they’ve observed in
participants attending Clarion.

Moderator(s) Questions:

1) If you have your MFA, can you compare and contrast the experience of the
MFA program versus the community based program?

2) There’s a growing awareness in the writing community of the oft-flawed
nature and problematic history of the traditional Iowa-style writing
workshop. Books like The Anti-Racist Writing Workshop and Craft in the
Real World, as well as articles by authors like Viet Thanh Nyugen,
interrogate some of the traditional craft advice and practices of writing
workshops. These authors and craft commentators argue that ideas once
accepted as “universal” are actually birthed by and encoded by the power
structure. Another example: in a recent New Yorker article, Elif Batuman
writes, “the male gaze has become so internalized as to be almost
indistinguishable from ‘technique.’”

So, our question for our panelists is: do you think that non-MFA writing
programs offer greater opportunities for experimenting with these encoded
habits of the writing workshop? Jae, we know you’ve done a lot of work
examining the pedagogy of Clarion, for example: can you speak more about
that?



3) The writing community and writers are often consumed by prestigious
name-dropping and institutional stamps of approval as the rest of
society–perhaps even more so. This is a challenge inherent in the non-MFA
world: how can you convince a hierarchy-oriented community that your new
endeavors are worthwhile, in a world where names mean everything? This is
one challenge we’ve pondered at Redbud; what are some of the biggest
challenges you’ve encountered in your work with or participation in these
non-MFA programs?

4) This is a bold question: can non-MFA programs solve some of the problems
in the publishing industry? Interpret as you will.


